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Land is a basis factor of production and of human existence. It represents 
an important national wealth. As an object of property, through its 
exploitation, it generates different results based on several factors. Giving 
this reason, as any other asset transaction on the market, in the 
conditions of the market’s economy, the land has to be assessed in a 
capitalize term; therefore it must have a price. 
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 The problem concerning the land’s price calculation was tackled 
ever since the time when politic economy was becoming an independent 
science. It is acknowledged the intent of William Petty which stipulated that 
* the sum of money received after selling a land has to be equal with the 
sum of the yearly installments brought by that land over a 21 years period.*  
 Based on the price, land can be included in the national wealth of a 
country and it can circulate in the area of goods and assets, accordingly to 
the law and to the mechanisms of the market economy.  

The land, as a main penning of agricultural production, has specific 
characteristics determined by pathological, hydrological, biological, climatic 
and other elements. Given these land’s specific characteristics, its price is 
also a special price that is determined in a specific way. Meaning, the land’s 
price is that sum of money, that if is landed at a current interest that is 
normal to ensure to the person selling the land an income that is equal with 
the profit, respectively with the rent or the leasing received in the same 
conditions that the owner of that land had. Considered as a capitalized rent, 
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the land’s price is in a direct proportional ratio with the annual rate’s value, 
and is indirect proportion with the interest rate paid by the banks.  
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Pl = price of the land 
R = rent 
d = bank’s interest rate 

 
 Explaining the land’s price is a dissention subject between 
economists in report with their affiliation at some thinking consideration or 
another. In common use, any economist bears in mind as an explanation for 
the price of a thing the adjustment between demand and supply, referring to 
a reference value (avail value or labor value). But, in the matter of fancier, 
they have a significant number of theories for explaining the mercenary 
value or the land’s price.  

For estimating the land’s value, as an asset of the patrimony, there 
can be used two methods: 

Ø Direct methods, that consist in establishing the land’s value 
based on the present selling-purchase price, of a former evaluation of the 
land and establishing some differential tariffs according to the area; 

Ø Indirect methods: the evaluation of the land is made by 
determining the net income of the reliability note reported to the 
fertility class, calculating the net income that can be realized based on 
the use category. 

The adjustment of the land’s price on the market function the 
demand and supply is made as it follows. 
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Figure 1. Establishing the price of the land based on supply and 
demand. 
Source: T. IANCU – 2007, Economie agrară, Editura Agroprint, Timişoara 

 
 
The spot where the demand curve meets the supply curve forms the 

equilibrium point (E). In this point the equilibrium price is being formed. 
 In order to establish the land’s price, two basic elements ae 

necessary:  
Ø Agricultural profit, more precise that part from the profit that 

corresponds with the land’s factor, respectively rent or leasing of the 
land’s owner;  

Ø Current interest normal for de loan capital. 
The value of the agricultural profit for the land factor, respectively 

the rent or leasing is determined based on the land’s fertility, the 
productivity from different patio-climatic areas of the country. On the same 
base, the land’s price is different depending on the natural and economic 
fertility of the agricultural land from all over the country and, of course, the 
way these are used.   

We consider that in determining the land’s price we only take into 
consideration the part of the profit which corresponds to the land as a 
production means, and not the entire agricultural profit. This part of the 
agricultural profit is really the rent or landing.  
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In ascertaining the profit and that part of the profit that represents 
rent or leasing, it’s recommended to use the middle price from selling the 
agricultural products on different markets or destinations and to assess the 
economic results of those cultures for several years (4-5 years).  

The normal interest rate, the second element of the method used for 
calculating the land’s price, is determined based on some studies and 
analysis regarding its evolution, as well as on predicting the trends from this 
segment of the financial market. We appraise that only a normal interest rate 
to be taken into consideration on the banking market without the inflationist 
influences.   

After the idea, that the our land has such a high value that it’s 
unconceivable to express its value in a monetary form has been imposed for 
such a long time, today the economists have assumed the risk in establishing 
a price that was became officially recognized through a Government order. 
We should outline the fact that the official price for the land is way beneath 
the limit suggested by some agricultural experts from our country and its 
incomparable inferior from the today’s practiced price of agricultural 
counties with net inferior agricultural lands regarding fertility..   

Referring to the practiced prices in Romania, the National Institute 
of Agricultural Economy has assessed that they have to be between 500 and 
1500 lei on hectare. The assessment was made after the European model, 
which states that the price is the medium annual rent (leasing income) 
multiplied with 10. But given the fact that the rent in our country is between 
0.5-1.5 lei on hectare, the price is the one mentioned above. In other words, 
as long as the income from land is small, the land’s selling price will 
continue to be reduced.  

For a wider vision, we present below the following comparisons 
regarding the land’s economical value, table 1.  

Certainly, when this price comparison is made with the ones from 
our country we have to consider a series of factors that are specific for any 
state. We refer especially to profitableness.  
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Tabelul 1. 
The land’s price in Romania and in some European countries 

                                                                               (year 2007) 
Country The estimated value of 

a hectare ($) 
Switzerland 27.300-45.600 
Germany 14.100-24.300 
Austria 5.400-27.000 
Holland  10.200 
Czechoslovakia 5.300-15.000 
France 8.100 
Belgium 8.060 
Denmark 6.800 
Poland 6.000 
England 4.500-6.000 
U.S.A. 3.000-5.000 
Italy 2.700 
C.S.I 2.500- 2.700 
Spain 1.800-3.500 
Romania 1.500-2000 

Source: www.infoagro.ro 

 
In our country, in the 1998-2004 periods, the middle price on hectare 

of the agricultural ground has varied between 170 and 310 Euros. The 
country’s central area was on top, reaching a ceiling price of 350 Euros in 
the outskirts of Brasov. At the opposite side was the South-West area, often 
100 Euro being enough for buying a hectare of land in Olt District. At that 
time, the money for 10.000 square meters represented about 380 lei. After 
2004,the prices for the agricultural ground have slowly gone up, but 
comparative with the prices of the EU countries, the agricultural land it’s 
still being sold for nothing. At this time, we can firmly state that the 
Romanian land is the cheapest in Europe. The current used prices don’t 
reflect, as you may think, a reduced demand, but the result of the property’s 
crumbing. Practically, the person which is inclined to invest in a certain 
region should wait a few years for buying enough land for developing a 
farm. This is because, in the conditions in which the offer is generous, until 
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outlining a compact exploitation, the land has to be bought hectare by 
hectare.  Thus, the buyer is willing to pay more in order to purchase a larger 
surface of compact land. This is the cause why there are high prices in the 
hillock area, where the surface of a profitable agricultural exploitation is 
smaller, and the offer is more concentrated. In the fields area the surface of a 
viable exploitation is much higher, but the offer is crumbled. In these 
conditions, the investor with potential have oriented themselves towards the 
former IAS’ s.  

Along with the appliance of the Law 1/2000, that brought to the 
private property over two million hectares of land, that until recently were 
administrated by the former IAS’ s, a market of land has begun to develop. 
But, for now, we can’t speak about a well outlined market, the price that the 
transactions of agricultural grounds are being made is still far from its real 
value.  

In Romania, the arable is sold with maximum 1.500-2000 Dollars, 
meanwhile in other places in Europe the price is twice to 20 times bigger.  

The lower price of Romanian land has determined a lot of 
foreigners, especially Italians to become owners here. The main reason of 
attraction is the fact that the agricultural land of Romania are five to ten 
times cheaper than in other countries from the European Union. Because the 
Constitution doesn’t allow foreigners to buy agricultural lands, over 3699 of 
them have applied and obtained Romanian citizenship and they have 
acquired more than 22.000 hectares of arable land.  

The centralized data of the Agricultural Ministry show that the price 
of the land is being differentiated a lot depending on the area. The highest 
prices for the intra-village land are the following Districts: Bihor (278,6 
million lei/hectare), Brasov (138 million lei/hectare), Dambovita (105 
million lei/hectare). Most intra-villages are sold at prices between 1.5 
million on hectare and 9 million dollars on hectare. For example, in Braila 
District a hectare doesn’t cost more that 2 million lei, and in Teleorman, 
Satu-Mare and Timis the prices don’t go further those 50 million lei. The 
average on a hectare is 43,7 million lei/hectare.  

Selling lands at prices that are so small is a loss for the owners of 
these lands. If the lands that have been sold so far in Giurgiu, Teleorman, 
Calarasi, Ialomita, Braila, Timis and Arad would have been transferred at 
the right prices, the gains would have had a plus of approximately 30 billion 
dollars.  
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At present, an acute lack of financial founds is manifested, this 
leading to a very low price of the land. There are land owners that need 
money and that sell their lands even with 500 lei on hectare. Besides, there 
isn’t a real law that regulates the land market, a lot of persons are aware of 
the fact that in a few years the agricultural land will have a higher value and 
that is why „the land is being bought now for less money” reason for which 
there is no interest regarding „market regulation”. Until those times come, in 
our country the land will be worth as much as an average wage. If we 
compare the prices from Romania with the ones from other states we would 
realize what the situation is. We specify that in the inter-wars period a two 
years salary was necessary to buy a hectare of land.  

The specialists consider that normalization at land prices level would 
be necessary especially in extra-village, but this thing can’t be done as long 
as in Romania entire hectares remain un-worked due to the lack of financial 
resources. 

If until now the transaction of agricultural land was made in an 
extremely small measure, in the following years there will be some 
spectacular increases. More and more investors will invest in the Romanian 
agriculture. The pad-climatic conditions are in some of our areas very good, 
and this copulated with work force and low prices of the land constitute an 
attractively element for foreigners. There are persons that are buying now 
agricultural land with 200-300 Euros on hectare, expecting in a few years  to 
sell them ten times more expensive.  

At this time, the price isn’t made by the quality of the soil, or by the 
gold or oil reserves that it may hide, but its made by the simple fact the area 
will be traversed by the Brasov-Bors highway, the most wanted and 
expensive land are those that are near future highways. For the lands that are 
about to be traversed by a highway, the price on square meter offered by the 
state varies between 2 and 7 Euro, meaning between 20000 and 70000 Euro 
on hectare. If a settlement can’t be reached with the owners, the parcels will 
be expropriated and they will be compensated with those sums. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
In conclusion, we can state the fact that the land prices are various in 

our country, depending on the area where its positioned, as well as in the 
rest of the world. Given the social-economic development of Romania, we 
can say that at present time, as well as in the future, the price of land will 
manifest an increased trend, thus:  
ü the demand for land is rising and the supply is rigid and inelastic;  
ü the rent on the surface unit is increasing; 
ü land capital is, in a changing economy, one of the best guarantees 

against inflation;  
ü as an outcome of industrialization and urbanization, there are 

attracted in the economic circuit land surfaces that require big 
investments, which makes the rent for fertile lands to rise even 
higher.  
In the existing content of the financial crisis the evolution of the land 

price is situated on an ascendant curve. 
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